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Abstract

The workings of the World Wide Web (WWW) has a history of security problems with a root cause that is hard to fix. Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) and other types of injection attacks can be mitigated to some extent, but for regular Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and web navigation no mitigation or detection mechanism exist. In the work, attacks to introduce navigation unwanted by the web application are shown together with the current state of the art defences. In the evaluation of defences, it is found that no mechanism has the ability to defend the web application from the injected web navigation.

As a solution to this problem the Navigational Security Policy (NSP) is introduced. The NSP is an easy to understand schema enabling web developers to define the set of legal destinations originating from a web application. The NSP is shown to work as expected through the implementation, and an evaluation, of a proof of concept.
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Introduction

When the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) emerged to become the primary standard for the web, security was not part of the specification. Multiple attempts have since been made to add security on top of the web. The use of Transport Layer Security (TLS) removes the ability of malicious entities to hijack communication channels, and Content Security Policy (CSP) restricts the locations that a web application can load content from, as well as which code is allowed to be executed.

With content inclusion from multiple sources, it is more important than ever before to ensure that web pages are rendered as intended by a web application. An instance of web navigation should never transfer users to destinations not intended by the publisher. For more complex web applications this can be a difficult task as it is hard to guarantee that both the server-side and client-side code contain no vulnerabilities and may therefore enable attacks that modify page content, such as adding web navigation.

A web application for displaying Bitcoin statistics, blockchain.info, had a reflected Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability which illustrates the problem well. User input in the form of a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) parameter was used by the server and inserted into the Document Object Model (DOM) without being properly escaped. Even though blockchain.info employed CSP to deny client-side JavaScript from executing, it was still possible to use this vulnerability to inject arbitrary Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) into the resulting DOM. In turn this made it possible to inject web navigation, both in the form of links as well as redirects requiring no user interaction. This resulted in the attacker being able to take users to destinations unwanted by the web application.

Even though web applications such as blockchain.info can predict the set of legal destinations, the current state of the art provides no facility for enforcing restrictions to web navigation on the client side. In this thesis a schema which provides this functionality for web developers is developed.

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to highlight security problems related to web navigation. A lot of work has been put into securing HTTP and web communication with huge efforts put into securing the web clients. However, no protection or mechanism exists
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to prevent users from being taken to unwanted destinations via content injected in a web application. An investigation is conducted into the current state of the art in navigational web security, identifying potential threats, and researching ways for a web application to define navigational restrictions that can be enforced by the web client. It is investigated whether such a solution is feasible under the chosen threat model.

The thesis has two goals: (1) Identify and evaluate types of web navigation possible in a web browser, finding similarities and differences as well as possible attacks on these types of web navigation. (2) Investigate existing methods to prevent attacks on web navigation and their effectiveness as well as present a schema that enables web developers to specify a security policy regarding web navigation that the web client can enforce. A proof of concept based on the schema will be implemented and evaluated together with existing defences with respect to security offered, ease of deployment, and impact on common web applications.

1.2 Limitations

The schema presented in this thesis will not prevent the web server from providing clients with web navigation deemed unwanted, but instead identify what is unwanted navigation on the client side. If the server is fully compromised in such a way that an attacker can control all output and headers, the schema will not be able to enable safe navigation on the client side. The desires of the user will not be taken into account by the schema when blocking navigation on the client side, but instead focus on allowing only web navigation to a set of destinations sanctioned by the requested web application.

1.3 Structure

The thesis contains two major parts; defining a schema that enables security policies for web navigation, and evaluating it by performing tests using a proof of concept that implements said schema.

Chapter 1 introduces the problem and scope. Chapter 2 outlines the concepts of web navigation and details the threat model. Chapter 3 describes the attacks to defend against as well as what kind of protection the existing defences offer. Furthermore, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 introduces the proposed schema and the proof of concept implementation respectively. The proposed schema is then evaluated together with the existing solutions in Chapter 6. At the end of the thesis, Chapter 7 includes discussion around the problem, solution and related topics. Finally, the work is concluded and recommendations for future work is presented in Chapter 8.
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Background

In order to understand the security implications of web navigation, this section serves as a foundation and describes required knowledge within types of web navigation, the browser model, and the threat model, as they are used throughout the thesis.

2.1 Web clients

The general model of a web client contains a number of concepts important for understanding web clients, and their relevance with regards to web navigation. Those specifically relevant to the thesis topic are web contexts, web client capabilities, and the user interface (UI) of a web client.

2.1.1 Web contexts

A web context begins with the web client requesting a certain URL, the HTML response received representing the web application page requested. The web context ends when the client leaves the web application page. During the lifespan of a web context a web client may load content such as images, style sheets, fonts, and scripts, or transition the web client to a new web context.

A web application always has at least one context, the main context, but may have several sub-contexts for example in the form of one or more iframe-tags.

2.1.2 Web client capabilities

Generic web clients like web browsers provide the same core capabilities; user-controlled web application selection, an HTML-renderer, a JavaScript interpreter, and a facility for showing web application security status. Optionally, web browsers may provide an extension Application Programming Interface (API) for allowing users to extend the capabilities of their web browser, for example with new security protocols.

Web clients that are purpose-built for some specific web application may not have the capability of accessing other web applications. Such clients may not even provide a JavaScript interpreter, or may instead provide some application-specific language interpreter instead.
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2.1.3 Web client user interfaces

All web client UIs provide at least a UI component for users to display a web context, but must not provide anything else. More generic web clients such as browsers generally provide UI components for controlling the web context display, such as an address bar where users can enter web application addresses registered in the Domain Name System (DNS). Back, forward, home, and refresh buttons are also commonly found in the UI of web browsers.

2.2 Web navigation

A web navigation is defined as the act of transitioning a web client from one web context to another. This can be triggered in multiple ways, from both the client and the web server. A non-exhaustive list of methods to navigate in a web client is shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Methods of web navigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Initiator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changing the URL in URL bar</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow a link</td>
<td>User or client-side script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta refresh</td>
<td>Server or client-side script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>User or client-side script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing window.location</td>
<td>Client-side script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing window.location.hash</td>
<td>Client-side script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form submit</td>
<td>User or client-side script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP status code</td>
<td>Server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first method of web navigation is directly changing the URL in the web browsers address bar to another location. This method is initiated by the user.

All `<a>` HTML elements provide the JavaScript function `click()` which enables web navigation to the destination of the `href` attribute. The task of following a link can be initiated either by the user clicking on the link, or programmatically by a script running in the web browser.

The history of a web browser provides means of going back and forth in the navigational history for a browser context. The UI provides buttons to go back, forth, and also several pages back and forth in one jump. Visual feedback for showing which page will be navigated to is available in web browsers that implement history buttons. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) introduced the same concept to client-side code via the HTML5 standard [1]. Web browsers implementing the functionality provide the JavaScript engine with the ability to trigger web navigation just like the UI does, within the navigational history with the exception of not having the ability to read from the navigation history. Client-side code issues commands via a API called the History API. Besides navigating to pages in the history,
client-side code also has the ability to insert states in the history that uses the same origin as from where it is executed.

By changing the JavaScript variable `window.location`, a client-side script can initiate web navigation to any destination. Changing the `window.location.hash` is another way to trigger web navigation. Unlike changing `window.location`, it does not end script execution. This does not force a load of a new page, but instead allows the current script to decide what actions to perform. For example, the script could load different resources and display different information based on the value in `window.location.hash`. This method of web navigation is used by single-page web applications, such as those based on AngularJS, or to navigate to a specific element within the page, such as a heading.

When a form is submitted, the web client navigates to the destination specified in the `action` attribute. This can be exploited to navigate to any location by changing the `action` attribute on an existing form, or by creating a new form element. When a malicious destination exists in a form, the attacker can either wait for the form to be submitted or submit the form from JavaScript. The method `submit()` on a form object initiates web navigation to the form location specified in the `action` attribute.

A common method for servers to trigger a web navigation is to set the HTTP status code to one between 300 and 308, accompanied with setting the HTTP header `Location` to the desired destination this triggers an instantaneous web navigation by the client, without the need to further parse the page content.

### 2.3 Threat model

Akhawe et al. describes a threat model suitable for a thesis on navigational security for web applications [2]. The gadget attacker, as described in the work by Akhawe et al., takes the role of the attacker in this thesis. Other actors taking part in the threat model are the web application itself, and the users.

#### 2.3.1 The attacker

An attacker injecting web navigation may do so for many reasons. Such attacks may be used by an attacker to, amongst other things, gather personal details from users, generate bad publicity for the targeted web application, deny access to web resources, gain control of a users client, or disseminate misinformation via otherwise reputable sources.

The gadget attacker described by Akhawe et al. has the ability to include content into benign websites, via for example a user input that may or may not be properly escaped, or via an advertisement. The gadget attacker also controls a web server with a DNS name which may be used to include content from, or redirect users to.

It is assumed that the injected content is being treated as code, enabling an HTML injection or XSS attack. The capabilities of XSS attacks are defined by the vulner-
ability being exploited to get control of the web application. They may be limited
to content inclusion without code execution privileges while still allowing addition
of web navigation, such as the non-scripted attacks described by Zalewski [3].
The methods of web navigation defined in Section 2.2 can be utilised by the gadget
attacker to create web navigation that is unwanted by the web application.

2.3.2 The web application

It is assumed that web applications have the need to protect their web navigation,
and require a method to do so. The web application must have a vulnerability
allowing content inclusion in order for unwanted web navigation to be considered
an issue.

For the purpose of this thesis it is assumed that a web application only wants to
provide some predetermined functionality to its users. In this functionality the
destinations to which users are sent by the web application is included.

2.3.3 The users

The International Telecommunications Union reports that over three billion people
have access to the internet as of 2016 [4]. All of these people are potential users of
any internet-facing application.

Given the great amount of potential users of any web application, it can be safely
assumed that every web navigation available from a web application will be followed
by some user.

For the intents and purposes of this research it is also assumed that users trust the
web application they are using, meaning that they believe that any navigation they
make is intended by the web application.

2.4 Destinations

Sets of destinations, as they are used in this thesis, are defined using a subset
of components based on the generic Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) as defined
in RFC 2396 and RFC 3986; [:scheme:][://host[:port]][/path] [5, 6]. This
pattern is used for URL-type destinations. If a destination is not a URL-type URI
it does not fall into this pattern, and instead uses the more generic pattern defined
in RFC2718; [:scheme:][scheme-specific-component] [7].

The scheme represents the application that should handle the request, such as http,
ftp, file, mailto, amongst others. The host and port together identifies a service.
If the port is omitted, it is assumed that the protocol standard port applies. The
path is used to identify the base of specific locations to which rules should apply. If
any component; scheme, service, or path, were to be omitted, it is assumed that the
rule applies without restriction regarding the missing components. Listing 2.1 shows
an example destination with the scheme component http:, the service component //example.org, and the path component /test.

Listing 2.1: A destination with all components populated

http://example.org/test

2.5 Existing defences

There exists strategies for mitigating, or avoiding, attacks on web navigation. These are grouped into solutions using client side blacklisting or application-defined policies.

The effectiveness of all defences with respect to web navigation controls and attacks is evaluated in Section 3.2.

2.5.1 Client side blacklisting

Users have access to several defences on the client side to prevent them from visiting unwanted locations. The defences detailed here have in common the usage of a blacklist that blocks access to these locations.

In the web browsers there is usually a built-in defence that blocks content that is known to be malicious. The information can come from Google through their API called Safe Browsing, that keeps track of known to be malicious locations and content. Criteria to be malicious is that the web site is a phishing site, serves malware and/or unwanted software. Google Chrome, Apple Safari, and Mozilla Firefox are some of the web browsers that use the Google Safe Browsing API. The Google Safe Browsing API is used by an estimated one billion users [8].

If the web browser does not have support for Google Safe Browsing or the user wants to block web sites other than what is provided by Google Safe Browsing, there are several content blockers to help out. Content blockers can be installed as extension for the web browser, or as software that hooks into network communication. Applications aiding to block access on the network level are software such as anti-virus and firewalls.

2.5.2 Application-defined policies

CSP is a schema allowing a web application to provide a policy containing rules on what content a web client should be allowed to include. Scripts, styling, images, fonts, and media are some of the content types that can be blocked using CSP.

A policy contains directives that for each content type whitelists locations from where content can be loaded. It enables the policy to allow sources based on the application protocol, service and path. It also includes directives to apply a sandbox to
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included content, state whether it should be allowed in iframes and to where violation reports should be posted. The most current version of CSP is CSP Level 2 [9].
3

Protection against attacks on web navigation

In order to improve the current state of the art, it is necessary to define what a defence against attacks on web navigation must provide. This chapter contains attacks and code used when evaluating the solutions later in the chapter.

3.1 Performing attacks on web navigation

As per the assumptions made in Section 2.3, the attacker has an incentive to take users away from the current web application, and cause them to navigate to the attackers or some other unintended web application. Possible incentives are financial gain through, for example, phishing, Denial of Service (DoS), or disseminating misinformation via otherwise reputable sources.

Based on the methods of web navigation outlined in Section 2.2, in the event of a successful code injection there are several ways for an attacker to cause a web client to navigate. This section details both HTML-injection and JavaScript based methods, describing the attacks and providing code used to test protective measures.

3.1.1 HTML-injection

HTML provides different methods of initiating a web navigation. While normally used by web applications to provide intended navigation, such elements can also be created with malicious intent, and injected by an attacker. Link navigation, the meta-tag http-equiv="refresh" functionality, and the form-tag action attribute are three such methods.

The threat model makes the assumption that all web navigation included in the HTML DOM will eventually be followed by a user. As a result, all an attacker needs to do is include web navigation in the form of a link and some users will end up clicking on it, taking them to the destination chosen by the attacker.

Listing 3.1 shows the content of an HTML injection that initiates navigation to https://example.org when clicked on by a user.
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Listing 3.1: Inserting a link clickable by users

```
<a href="https://example.org">Click me!</a>
```

The meta-tag `http-equiv="refresh"` functionality can also be used by an attacker to force a web client to perform an automatic web navigation to a specified destination with a given delay. This delay may be zero seconds, implying an immediate redirect. Listing 3.2 shows the code used to cause instant navigation to https://example.org without any user involvement. The tag can be inserted into the page either by the server, or by a client script. Both methods trigger navigation as soon as the meta-tag has been parsed by the client.

Listing 3.2: Using a meta-tag to cause navigation

```
<meta http-equiv="refresh" content="0;URL='https://example.org'" />
```

A navigation can also be triggered when a web client submits a form, by setting the `action` attribute of a form tag. Listing 3.3 shows an example piece of code which, if added to the DOM of a web application, will cause the web client to introduce navigation to https://example.org into the page. The navigation will occur when the form is submitted.

Listing 3.3: Introduce navigation by inserting a form

```
<form action="https://example.org"> <input type='submit'> </form>
```

3.1.2 JavaScript-based

In addition to HTML injection, further attacks on web navigation are possible using JavaScript. Changing the `window.location` variable, calling history API functions, as well as automating the attacks described in Section 3.1.1, are a few examples of navigation enabled by JavaScript.

By changing the JavaScript variable `window.location`, a client-side script can initiate navigation to any destination chosen by the attacker. This method of navigation can be triggered in multiple ways by the attacker, the most basic example of which can be seen in Listing 3.4, where the malicious script simply sets the location as soon as it is parsed by the JavaScript-engine in the client, causing the navigation to take place. Another approach for the attacker is to place the code inside a function call, and register that to an eventlistener, which has the benefit of being less noticeable than the first example.

Listing 3.4: Using window.location to navigate

```
<script>window.location = 'https://example.org'</script>
```
The History API of a web browser provides a means of going back and forth in the navigational history for the current browsing context. Listing 3.5 shows some code which when run causes the web client to navigate to the previous page in history without user interaction. Attacks using the History API does not allow the attacker to set an arbitrary destination. It only allows the attacker to jump a certain steps back or forth in history and can thus only use this attack as a denial of service rather than redirecting the users to the attackers web application.

Listing 3.5: Navigating back one step in History using JavaScript

```
<script>window.history.go(-1)</script>
```

Additionally, the attacks previously described in Section 3.1.1 can be automated using JavaScript.

Attacks based on link navigation can be automated using JavaScript on the client side, by calling the `click()` function on the included link. Listing 3.6 shows the JavaScript-enhanced version of the attack from Listing 3.1. This attack initiates an automatic navigation to `https://example.org` as soon as the code is executed, without any user interaction at all.

Listing 3.6: Insert a link and follow from JavaScript

```
<a id="link" href="https://example.org">Click me</a>
<script>document.getElementById('link').click();</script>
```

JavaScript also enables automatic submission of forms, which triggers a navigation in the web client. Listing 3.7 demonstrates a JavaScript-enhanced version of the form-based navigation shown in Listing 3.3. When the code is run by the web client, this attack initiates an automatic navigation to `https://example.org`, without user interaction required.

Listing 3.7: Cause navigation by submitting a form

```
<form id="form" action="https://example.org"></form>
<script>document.getElementById('form').submit();</script>
```

3.2 Evaluation of existing defences

This section looks at the existing defences identified in Section 2.5, and evaluates them in order to establish their usefulness in solving the problem at hand.
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3.2.1 Client side blacklisting

Blacklisting, in general, blocks known malicious locations. Examples of client side blacklisting are Google Safe Browsing, content blockers, anti-virus and firewalls.

Google Safe Browsing is based on a centrally managed blacklist provided by Google. It restricts on locations that are harmful to the device, while content blockers in general provides blocking for different types of content such as tracking, ads and malware. Users can also add their own content to general content blockers. Anti-virus and firewalls work in a similar manner, blocking requests to Internet-based destinations that are known to serve malicious content.

These types of protections do not allow the developer to specify the set of legal destinations, and instead uses predefined lists, or rules added by the user. From the attackers point of view, none of the navigational attacks from Section 3.1 are prevented if the destination is not considered to be harmful to the device, or if it has not been added to the blacklist by the user.

If the attacker is targeting a certain web application and notices they are being blocked, it is trivial to choose a different DNS name or Internet Protocol (IP) address in the attack, rendering a blacklist useless in this scenario. Other ways to fingerprint malicious content such as computing hash values and compare can also be circumvented by repackaging the malicious content.

From this it is clear that blacklisting content or navigation is not the best way to secure neither the web client nor the web application. The absence of functionality for a web application to provide a policy to the web client is also a big drawback since the goal is for the web application to restrict any navigation that it does not provide.

3.2.2 Content Security Policy

Since CSP is a schema designed to restrict content, it does not aim to prevent navigation that is unwanted by the web application. It does, however, affect navigation through its ability to prevent JavaScript from being loaded. Besides restricting JavaScript, CSP Level 2 includes the directive form-action. This directive limits the destinations to which a web client can submit its form data. As a result, CSP prevents some types of navigation as a side effect of restricting content to be loaded.

The following paragraphs enumerates the attacks from Section 3.1 and describe their effectiveness against a web application using a strict policy containing only script-src 'none'; form-action 'none'.

From the two groups of attacks, HTML-injection and JavaScript-based, it can be seen that CSP prevents some types of navigation, while not preventing other types. Form submissions to destinations unwanted by the web application are blocked by the use of the form-action directive. Links and meta-tags are still being allowed to be inserted and followed since they does not fall under any of the directive CSP Level 2 offers. The web navigation will be followed as per the assumptions.
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All of the JavaScript-based attacks and improvements through scripted navigation is being prevented from happening due to the directive `script-src` with the 'none' value.

The above scenario assumes a best case scenario for CSP. This is rarely the case in web applications as JavaScript provides interactivity and functionality that enriches web applications. CSP relies on preventing untrusted sources from being included, and assuming that the web application does allow some sources of scripts, the attacker can attempt to get their scripts to be delivered from those trusted sources. If an attacker manages to deliver the attack payload from a trusted source, CSP would allow the navigation. In practice there are only a few web applications that have policies as strict as needed to prevent all untrusted JavaScript to run. During research on the subject Weichselbaum et al. found that “94.68% of policies that attempt to limit script execution are ineffective, and that 99.34% of hosts with CSP use policies that offer no benefit against XSS” [10].

3.3 Requirements for a solution

In order to successfully block navigation that is unwanted by the web application, a few requirements must be met. Such a schema must be able to block web navigation that is not intended by the web application at the current location, not affect navigation or requests that are intended, require no actions by the user, and have a simple way of defining rules by the web developer. On top of these general requirements, the following features are also required.

Allowing destinations

There must be a method for the web application to define legal destinations. A whitelist should be used to define destinations to where navigation should be allowed. Navigational requests to destinations not present in the set of legal destinations must not be permitted to proceed. It is necessary to define a language for the whitelist which provides high flexibility and enables destinations based on protocol, host, port, and path. The language for legal destinations should enable sufficient granularity. It is also required that there be a simple way to allow navigation to the current protocol and host, regardless of if the site is accessible from multiple domains.

Intermediary navigation

Besides having the binary choice of either allowing or denying a web navigation, a developer must have the option of displaying an intermediary page before navigation. This is intended to be used for destinations that are not trusted, but may be a part of content that adds value. An example is user content on forums or in comments. The intermediary page may be either a web page controlled by the web developer,
or a page provided by the web client. This enables the ability of defining an action to be performed for destinations that are not whitelisted.

**Policy lifespan**

The lifespan of a navigational policy must last for the entirety of a web application’s main context lifespan. When the main context changes, the navigational policy must be dropped. This criteria is important because a navigational policy implementation that does not fully follow this requirement will cause issues with the legal navigation of other web applications.

**Increased protection**

Implementing a navigational policy may not decrease the level of protection achieved by a web application, it must result in increased security for web clients accessing the web application.

**Compatibility**

Implementing a navigational policy enforcer in a web client should have no impact on web applications that do not provide a navigational policy. Similarly, web applications that target web browsers as clients should be able to serve content to web clients that do not implement a navigational policy enforcer.

**Reporting**

Developers may find it useful to collect information about violations of the navigational policy, particularly in the process of adopting a navigational policy. There must be a way for developers to specify the destination of such reports. The reports should contain information of the current location, the blocked destination, the policy in use and the violated rule.

**Ease of deployment**

It is of high relevance that a web developer or an administrator can grasp the idea and workings of a solution, and that policies for the solution are easy to create. The policy language should be developer friendly, be flexible enough to create complex policies if needed, and portable enough to be used regardless of underlying technologies.
4
Design of the Navigational Security Policy

As a means to improve the state of the art, and remove the underlying problem identified in the purpose of this thesis, this chapter introduces the Navigational Security Policy. Building upon the requirements identified in Section 3.3, it is a proposal for a schema to stop client navigation that is not intended by a web application.

4.1 Overview

The Navigational Security Policy (NSP) is a proposal for a schema solving the problems presented in this thesis. The design is broken down into how policies are constructed, how policy delivery is handled, and how client security is ensured.

When a web application implementing NSP receives a request, it must construct a policy before issuing a response to the client. This could for example mean reading a static policy, or generating one based on the context of the requested page. The resulting policy must only include navigation that the web application intends as legal destinations for web clients to navigate to.

The task of delivering a policy to the client can be accomplished in multiple different ways, each offering different levels of flexibility and security. A non-exhaustive list of possible policy delivery mechanisms is presented here.

- Bundling a static policy with a client application.
- Including a policy with content sent when the client requests data.
- Including a link to a policy which is fetched independently of the content sent to a the client.

However the policy is delivered it is important that the policy is accessible on the client prior to any navigation taking place.

Once a policy has been received by an NSP-aware web client, it can be applied to client-side web navigation. When a web navigation is initiated, the NSP-aware web client checks if the target destination is allowed by the policy and intervenes if it is not. An overview of the client-side NSP application flow is depicted in Figure 4.1.
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![NSP-aware client application flow diagram]

**Figure 4.1**: NSP-aware client application flow

### 4.2 Policy definition

In order to keep the policy language easy to read, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) was chosen as it is a well known format that is commonly used in web applications already. JSON provides a good representation that is small, easy to read for humans, easy to process by the web browser, and uses a key-value structure which enables nested objects, allowing high flexibility for developers [11].

#### 4.2.1 Syntax

The syntax for destinations in the policy follow the basic style set out in Section 2.4, with some extensions.

To allow more flexibility, the definition of destinations allows the wildcard character "*" to represent one or more legal characters. Listing 4.1 shows an example of how the wildcard character can be utilised. It shows the set of destinations that uses the protocol https and the hosts with all subdomains for example.org, excluding the naked example.org domain, without subdomain.

**Listing 4.1**: A destination using the wildcard character

```
https://*.example.org
```

DNS-based service names can be specified using the wildcard character, but only at the start of the service component, never in the middle or end. The wildcard character may not be used in the scheme, or path components of a destination. A specified path component denotes the root of a legal set of destinations, everything under the specified path is implied to be part of the set. Listing 4.2 shows examples of illegal wildcard placements.
### Listing 4.2: Illegal uses of the wildcard character in a destination

1. `www.example.*`
2. `www.*.com`
3. `*://example.org`
4. `example.org/app/*`

The self-referencing string 'origin' is used to refer to the current scheme and service. A destination to 'origin' does not restrict the path. Examples for the use of 'origin' is shown in Listing A. Line 1 targets destinations matching the current location’s protocol and service. Line 2 targets the destination with path /test on the current protocol and service.

### Listing 4.3: Usage for 'origin'

1. `origin`
2. `origin/test`

Listing 4.4 shows how the previous destinations are translated if the current service is example.org.

### Listing 4.4: Translation for 'origin' on example.org

1. `example.org`
2. `example.org/test`

#### 4.2.2 Policy structure

In order to define a policy, a set of directives are used. These directives combined form the policy and allows, or denies navigation to destinations. A policy can also include the option to send a report to the web application every time the client side code tries to break a rule, or display an intermediary page before a navigation is performed. The directives used in a policy is shown in the following sections.

**The allow directive**

Specifying legal destinations for navigation in the web application is done using the allow directive. Only the set of destinations formed by the values in the corresponding list is allowed as destinations for navigation. Listing 4.5 shows a simple policy containing only an allow directive with a corresponding list of values. In this case it only contains the set of destinations that matches example.org, disallowing anything else.
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Listing 4.5: A policy allowing navigation only to example.org

```json
{
    "allow": [
        "example.org"
    ]
}
```

Listing 4.6 provides an example with several values in the list corresponding to the `allow` directive. The set of allowed destinations is formed by taking the union of the individual sets formed by each value. In the example, the union; `{origin}` ∪ `{https://example.org}` ∪ `{google.com/example}` forms the set of allowed destinations.

Listing 4.6: A policy allowing navigation to the current location, example.org, and google.com

```json
{
    "allow": [
        "origin",
        "https://example.org",
        "google.com/example"
    ]
}
```

The `except` directive

To enable policies to remove destinations from the set of allowed destinations, the `except` directive is introduced. In cases where there is a need to use wildcards in the `allow` list, `except` can be used to remove some of the destinations that match the wildcard. Similar to the `allow` directive, the `except` directive has a list of values that each represent a set of destinations. Together they form the set to be excepted from the allowed destinations. The legal set of destinations is retrieved by taking the difference of the allowed set and the excepted set: \( \{\text{allowed}\} - \{\text{excepted}\} = \{\text{legal}\} \).

An example of the `except` directive is shown in Listing 4.7. In this case, the set of destinations formed by the host evil.example.org is removed from the set of destinations formed by all subdomains of example.org and the protocol https. Resulting in the legal set of destinations `{https://*.example.org} − {evil.example.org}`.

Listing 4.7: Policy that excepts evil.example.org from allowed destinations

```json
{
    "allow": [
        "https://*.example.org"
    ],
    "except": [
        "evil.example.org"
    ]
}
```
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The report-uri directive

While deploying a policy it may at an early stage be useful to receive information about policy violations from clients. The report-uri directive allows a developer to specify where such reports should be sent. Navigational requests with a legal destination do not trigger reports, only attempting to navigate to illegal destinations will cause a report to be sent to the defined report-uri. The value of the report-uri directive follows the style defined in Section 2.4. A policy using the report-uri directive is shown in Listing 4.8, defining “/nsp-reports” as the destination where reports are to be sent.

Listing 4.8: A policy containing the report-uri directive

```json
{
    "allow": [
        "'origin'"
    ],
    "report-uri": "/nsp-reports"
}
```

The intermediary-uri directive

The NSP enables web applications to dictate navigation via an intermediary page, enforced by the web client, via the intermediary-uri directive. Target destinations which are not in the set of legal destinations are redirected to this URI by the web client, prior to completing the navigation. The URI specified by the intermediary-uri directive is provided the original navigation target by the web client, and can perform some task prior to deciding how to proceed.

The intermediary-uri directive is expected to contain a destination as defined in Section 2.4, extended with the special destination string 'client'. The special destination string 'client' is used to refer to a generic intermediary page, provided by the NSP-aware client itself. An example policy containing the intermediary-uri directive is shown in Listing 4.9.

Listing 4.9: A policy containing the intermediary-uri directive

```json
{
    "allow": [
        "'origin'"
    ],
    "intermediary-uri": "'client'"
}
```

4.3 Special considerations

This section details aspects of the schema that require special considerations for an implementation.
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4.3.1 Multiple occurrences

The first legal occurrence of a policy is used to define the policy. Any consecutive occurrences of policies, when one has already been defined by a header, can only restrict the policy. This means that you can except more destinations, but never allow more destinations, in consecutive policies.

4.3.2 Partial support

Any implementation of NSP, which follows the schema defined in this thesis, can only provide client security if both the server and client have implemented support for it. This is important to enable smooth rollout of NSP.

If only the server is NSP-aware, the policy is inserted and the client ignores it. In the case where the web client is NSP-aware, but the web server is not, no policy will be provided by the web server. The web client can in this case not enforce anything and does not restrict navigation.

These properties allow for fast adoption by both web application servers and web clients, as there is no reason introducing support on either side would impact the other side. If such problems existed, a more coordinated effort would be necessary, and implementations for more general web clients, such as browsers, would be difficult to deploy.

4.3.3 Redirects

Navigation beyond the first navigation is not considered by NSP. This means that navigation that causes redirects or instant navigation is not prevented by NSP. The reason for this is that each each redirect creates a new context. This causes the previous policy to be dropped and, if applicable, a new policy to be loaded.
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Proof of concept implementation

In order to demonstrate that the ideas presented in this thesis are feasible, a proof of concept was implemented. The proof of concept uses a Chromium browser extension on the client side to enforce navigation based on a policy received from the server as part of an HTTP header. The Chromium browser was chosen as a target for implementation because it is open source and has a well-documented extension API. The implementation relies on a server-side component providing a policy that a client-side component can enforce. The client side is more complex than the server side, implementing a parser component for interpreting the received policy, and an enforcer component to govern client navigation based on the received policy.

The code for the proof of concept implementation is available upon request.

5.1 Server-side architecture

The server-side component required for compatibility with the proof of concept client must supply policies in a HTTP header named X-Navigational-Security-Policy. It must supply the policy using valid JSON, containing the allow directive, and optionally also the intermediary-uri directive. The language of the directives follows the format defined in Section 4.2.

For the proof of concept implementation, such a component was integrated into a python-flask application, as well as in the client-side server-component emulator NSP Injector.

The NSP Injector is designed to facilitate the process of implementing policies for real-world applications. To do so it emulates the server-side component on the client-side, on top of existing web applications. Web clients with the NSP Injector installed will add locally stored NSP policies to responses received by the web browser, before the NSP Enforcer parses a received policy.

5.2 Client-side architecture

In order to apply server-generated navigational policies on the client, it is necessary to have some control over the client. A browser extension was chosen for this task as it is generic by nature, allowing NSP deployment on a broad variety of web
applications.

NSP Enforcer is the name of the client-side implementation. It is a browser extension built around the Chromium extension API, utilising the webRequest, omnibox, and tabs APIs.

When navigating to a web application that provides a policy, NSP Enforcer parses the received policy as defined in Section 4.2. The NSP Enforcer implementation supports the directives allow and intermediary-uri, according to their definitions in Section 4.2.

The intermediary-uri implementation in NSP Enforcer provides the intermediary page with the original target destination via the URL parameter b64url. The original target destination is base-64 encoded in order to be able to supply any valid URI to the intermediary page.

Any attempts to trigger a navigation will cause NSP Enforcer to check the target of the navigation against the list provided in the allow section of the provided policy JSON-object. If the provided policy does not list the target in the allow section, and does not provide the intermediary-uri directive, the navigation is blocked from continuing. If the intermediary-uri directive is provided, the navigation is redirected to the specified intermediary page. A detailed flowchart of the NSP Enforcer implementation is depicted in Figure 5.1. The difference from the flowchart in Figure 4.1 comes from the fact that the NSP Enforcer does not implement every feature outlined in Chapter 4.

![Figure 5.1: NSP Enforcer application flow](image-url)
5.3 Limitations

While useful for flexibility and ease of distribution, implementing the proof of concept as a browser extension introduces some limitations due to shortcomings in the extension API of Chromium, the chosen target browser.

In order to fulfil the policy lifespan requirement specified in Section 3.3, it was necessary to trade away the ability to govern navigational targets opened in a new window. This is due to the inability, in the Chromium extension API, to directly relate a newly opened window to its parent browsing context. This limitation makes it impossible to apply a policy from the parent browsing context to any requests made in a new window, without also capturing new windows created in the traditional way.

This could be solved with a relation between the webNavigation and webRequest APIs, as the webNavigation API contains the information required to distinguish whether a navigation originated in another tab. The webNavigation API can not stop a navigation from taking place, forcing us to use the webRequest API instead, in blocking mode.

This same shortcoming in the Chromium extension API is also why initiating a new navigation via the address bar is unintentionally captured by NSP Enforcer, as the webRequest API can not tell the difference between a navigation initiated from the address bar or from within the current browsing context. The webNavigation API provides this functionality, however without the ability to stop a navigation.

A workaround to this shortcoming is provided via the omnibox API. By prefixing an address bar navigation with “nsp”, NSP Enforcer discards the current NSP context prior to initiating navigation.

Only a subset of the design proposed in Chapter 4, specifically the directives allow and intermediary-uri, were implemented in the proof of concept, as these were deemed enough to demonstrate the usefulness of the NSP.
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Evaluation

In this chapter the NSP schema and the proof of concept implementation is evaluated. The evaluation focuses on identifying whether the schema proposed in Chapter 4 fulfils the requirements set out in Section 3.3. Additionally the potential impact of using the NSP on blockchain.info, and Twitter is examined. The chapter concludes with an empirical study on two real world applications, using the proof of concept implementation to simulate an NSP deployment.

6.1 Fulfilment of requirements

NSP does not affect legal navigation as it acts strictly on a policy that is defined by an authoritative entity, while still blocking undesired navigation. Since the directives use sets of destinations, it allows flexibility in order to not block destinations that should be considered legal. The proof of concept successfully enforces this behaviour and implements the destination concept. While the proof of concept does not implement any way to except destinations from a set of destinations, it still shows the most important parts of defining a policy.

The requirement that no action be required by the user is fulfilled, as the browser enforces a policy regardless of what the user thinks are desired destinations. NSP however allows policies that enable users to decide whether they want to proceed with a navigation or not.

In order to allow defining policies that are easily understood at a glance, NSP uses the commonly used object notation language JSON. Working with the proof of concept shows that this is the case.

The proof of concept implements the requirement for allowing an intermediary page when navigating to untrusted destinations. It successfully intercepts illegal navigation and notifies the user. There is support for using an arbitrary page as the intermediary page, allowing the possibility of building advanced server-side logic besides just prompting the user to either accept or decline to proceed with the navigation.

The proof of concept implementation does not include support for the reporting directive from the schema definition. This was not required in order to test the benefits, but is important for adoption.

Policy lifespan in the proof of concept matches that described in the requirements. It
acts on a per context basis and enforces web navigation restrictions until an allowed
web navigation takes place. That could in turn load a new policy, always keeping
the user secured with a policy.

It is required that a security mechanism for web navigation does not decrease the
level of protection offered for a user. Such a mechanism must either keep the same
level of protection as without the mechanism, or increase the level of protection for
the user. This requirement is fulfilled by the proof of concept implementation. Using
a policy that does not perform any restrictions provides the same level of security
as not providing a policy at all.

6.2 Mitigating attacks

An evaluation of the NSP schema, and proof of concept, requires that the effect of
the attacks mentioned in Section 3.1 be considered with NSP in use.

All of the mentioned attacks eventually cause a request for a new context, regardless
of the method. This fact is what makes NSP effective in intercepting and examining
all requests. It is also an indication that the NSP has a high chance of catching some
type of web navigation that is not considered in this thesis. As long as a navigation
causes a context load, NSP will be able to intercept it.

6.3 Deploying Navigational Security Policy

This section investigates what effect an NSP deployment would have on two real
world web applications; blockchain.info from the perspective described in Chap-
ter 1, and Twitter, evaluating whether Twitters own intermediary page solution
could be improved using NSP.

6.3.1 Revisiting the blockchain.info example

By not properly escaping the user input, the blockchain.info web application
unintentionally enables arbitrary content to be included in the DOM returned to
users of the application.

The web application blockchain.info already makes use of a strict CSP policy
which stops injected JavaScript from executing and taking over the client-side appli-
cation. The policy in question is included in Appendix A. The only avenue available,
for an attacker wishing to perform a phishing attack, is to attempt to cause a web
navigation via HTML.

By utilising NSP, with a sufficiently strict policy, the attacker is blocked from caus-
ing unwanted web navigation via both HTML and JavaScript. This successfully
stops the phishing attack from having any real effect on the blockchain.info web
application.
6.3.2 Twitter

The Twitter web application uses a bouncing page for all web navigation available in the DOM sent to web clients. This functionality makes it possible for the web server to perform validation, or record statistics, on web navigation that passes through the bouncing page. While the intended functionality of this bouncing page can be used to improve web navigation security, if it is not enforced client-side it is possible for attackers to circumvent it.

A policy with the \texttt{intermediary-uri} directive can be used to enforce navigation via the bouncing page on the client side. Using NSP, any web navigation introduced by an attacker is also navigated to via the bouncing page. This makes it possible for server-side security functions to validate or reject the injected web navigation.

6.4 Policy generation for real world web applications

In order to verify that the proof of concept is effective, and by extension also the NSP schema, an empirical study on designing safe policies for existing web applications is conducted. This study is performed in order to see whether the policies work as intended, and to verify that it does not break functionality in the web application.

6.4.1 Study methodology

To facilitate evaluating how an existing web application behaves with a policy, the NSP Injector extension was implemented as described in Section 5.1. NSP Injector hooks in before the NSP Enforcer described in Section 5.2, so that the header is accessible when required. In order to have as minimal effect on the original transmission as possible, the extension only injects an NSP header and leaves the rest of the response as it was received. An illustration of how the request passes between the extensions is shown in Figure 6.1.

To manually build policies all navigation available in a web application is enumerated using a script. For the purpose of this study only links are considered. Each destination is evaluated based on the scheme, service, and path components, as well as where in the web application it occurs. It is then decided whether it is a trusted destination.

A policy is built using an iterative approach, with rule additions based on the occurrence of destinations. Each destination can, besides be individually evaluated, be is tested against the constructed policy to see whether it is already an allowed destination or not. Based on the result, rules can then be added or omitted in order to improve the policy. When developing a policy the amount of user content the web application should contain, and how strict a policy would need to be, must be considered.
The evaluation is carried out on both user content driven and editorial web applications. User content driven web applications contain user content where users are allowed and encouraged to provide content, including web navigation, to the web application. Examples of such web applications are discussion forums, social networks, and web applications allowing users to post questions and comments. Editorial web applications have a trusted set of editors that are allowed to provide content to the web application while the majority of users are visitors that are only able to read the content.

For the evaluation chalmers.se and stackoverflow.com are selected as targets to secure with the NSP proof of concept. chalmers.se represents a class of web sites that contains content written by an authorised editor, which can be assumed to be benign. stackoverflow.com is chosen because it represents a web application with a lot of user content. Being able to apply policies that increase user security on such applications would be a positive result for this study.

### 6.4.2 The web application chalmers.se

The chalmers.se website contains mostly static editorial content since it functions as a repository for information regarding Chalmers University of Technology. A strict policy allowing nothing is assumed to start. There are 83 links on the front page which are all blocked at this stage. With ‘client’ added in the list of destinations, 73 of these are eliminated, and ten remaining links point to destinations that are not allowed. It is assumed that all subdomains of chalmers.se are legal navigation, and this leaves six links to destinations that are not allowed. The policy at this stage of development is shown in Listing 6.1.
Listing 6.1: First policy for chalmers.se

```json
{
  "allow": [
    "origin",
    "*.chalmers.se"
  ]
}
```

The six links to destinations not allowed are JavaScript anchors and all link to external resources. By adding these with their full path, the policy is kept as strict as possible.

Pages on chalmers.se follow a template with navigation menus and content on fixed points. To find links to destinations the policy does not allow in these, a random page is chosen that uses the described template. The chosen page contains information and links to all the master’s degree programmes that are offered at Chalmers University of Technology.

When testing the current policy on this page, only one link to a destination on an external web application is not allowed. That web application is deemed to be benign and added to the allow list. The final policy is shown in Listing 6.2.

Listing 6.2: Final policy for chalmers.se

```json
{
  "allow": [
    "origin",
    "*.chalmers.se",
    "http://www.ituniv.se/",
    "http://www.opic.com/org/chalmers_tekniska_hogskola",
    "http://www.chalmersstudentkar.se/en"
  ]
}
```

The policy for pages on chalmers.se ends up being small, involving only a few destinations. Since chalmers.se is an editorial web application where almost all content is trusted, a policy could possibly be generated based on the underlying content management system (CMS), or include a policy editor for each page. While the template is similar for many pages, the content is different and always trusted. This web application does not have the need for an intermediary page here as no user provided content should appear on the pages evaluated.

6.4.3 The web application stackoverflow.com

Stackoverflow is a website that contains a lot of user content. Users are allowed to post content using the markup language Markdown, and basic HTML with limited tags and attributes available. The ability to post content with markup enables users to post links that are made clickable on the client side. These links should be followed with care since they may take the user to an undesired destination. Besides
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user content, the website contains web navigation to static pages and to other pages within the Stackexchange network.

Stackoverflow is a good test subject since it mixes trusted navigation with untrusted navigation submitted by users. A policy needs to be flexible enough to not deny navigation to any page trusted by the developers, while showing an intermediate page for user submitted navigation.

A desired policy for Stackoverflow would be a policy that allows internal web navigation of the Stackoverflow web application as well as web navigation to all web applications in the Stackexchange network. The policy would treat all navigation besides the previously mentioned as untrusted and use an intermediary page to either display information about navigating away from Stackoverflow, or have different behaviour based on a server-side decision.

The initial policy does not allow anything and uses the intermediate page as specified. This policy is shown in Listing 6.3.

Listing 6.3: First policy for stackoverflow.com

```
{
  "allow": [
    ],
  "intermediary-uri": "'client'"
}
```

In order to construct a suitable policy, the front page is first inspected, collecting all links supplied that are not part of user content. The front page contains most of the template used throughout the web application regarding web navigation such as the menu bar. These destinations are added to the set of allowed destinations.

At this stage 712 links remain that are not in the set of legal destinations. 605 of these 712 go to stackoverflow.com, the same origin. By adding "'origin'" to the list of allowed destinations, these are included in the set of legal destinations. Subdomains to stackexchange.com as well as web applications within the Stackexchange network are also added to the set of legal destinations. The policy at this stage is shown in Listing 6.4.

This policy only denies one link, to an external page with information about Creative Commons. This can safely be assumed to be an allowed destination, so that is also added to the set of legal destinations. Web navigation is not provided to any other destinations on that domain and as such the most secure policy is to use the full path.

As there are no more blocked destinations on the front page, the next step is to look at a page with user content. Stackoverflow has question pages that contain a question, answers to the question, and comments. To find what is part of the template for the page, a question containing no links, with no comments and with no answers was chosen. The page contains 187 destinations of which five are not allowed. Four of those are destinations to share the question on various social media platforms, as well as via email. The last one is to an advertisement network from an ad on the page. These URLs are added to the policy. Listing 6.5 shows the current
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Listing 6.4: Second policy for stackoverflow.com

```json
{
  "allow": [
    "origin",
    "stackoverflow.com",
    "*.stackoverflow.com",
    "stackexchange.com",
    "*.stackexchange.com",
    "superuser.com",
    "serverfault.com",
    "stackoverflow.blog",
    "askubuntu.com",
    "mathoverflow.net",
    "serverfault.com",
    "stackapps.com",
    "www.stackoverflowbusiness.com"
  ],
  "intermediary-uri": "client"
}
```

To test this policy on a page with user provided content, a random page containing a question and answers with resources attached is chosen. With the policy applied to the chosen page, 408 destinations are discovered of which 62 are not allowed. These are all links to destinations submitted in the user provided question, answers, and comments. These should be navigated to via the intermediary page so the policy is deemed complete at this stage. The final policy can be used effectively on the front page and all pages that use the template for question pages.

Stackoverflow turns out to be a web application that has a great use case for the NSP, as it has a clear distinction between trusted content and user content. The use of an intermediary page serves as a way for Stackoverflow to either display a warning or
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do some server-side check on the destination before allowing the navigation. In this
case, it was decided to use the intermediary page provided by the NSP Enforcer,
but in a live deployment any URL could be used as the intermediary page.
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Discussion

This chapter brings up discussion regarding the NSP, the proof of concept implementation, the evaluation, the bigger picture in regards to web security, as well as the relevant ethical considerations.

7.1 Navigational Security Policy

There are several special considerations regarding the design of NSP, and practical policy implementations, which are discussed in this section.

7.1.1 Predicting web navigation

One difficulty that arises with the proposed NSP schema is that a web application must be able to fully predict all legal destinations beforehand. Imagine that between the time when a user visits some page, and the time when that user requests more content via JavaScript, the web application receives some new content with web navigation included. It is impossible for the policy received by the web client when receiving the DOM to contain the newly received content as it did not exist when the policy was created.

A web application with the desire that all provided navigation should be allowed, without an intermediary-page visit, faces a problem here.

A solution to this problem is for the web navigation to be made identifiable as safe, when included in the response to the request for more content via JavaScript. This is doable using cryptographic signatures for the destinations, including a public key that can be used to verify that the signatures are valid in the policy.

7.1.2 Redirects

A way to circumvent the protections added by NSP is to bounce navigation through an allowed page that responds with a redirect. Since the policy is unloaded as soon as a the context it protects is unloaded, it does not protect further than the first allowed request. An allowed page that responds with either a HTTP redirect, or a page that causes a redirect, can therefore be an issue for the NSP. Since the redirecting page is treated as a new context it is possible for it to provide a policy
as well, but since the goal of such pages is often similar to the NSP intermediary page it is likely such policies will be less restrictive. Trusted web applications that enable open redirects pose a great difficulty for NSP deployment.

Redirects as a service, commonly known as link shorteners, also introduce problems. Allowing a link shortener in the navigational policy of a web application means that anyone can use the link shortener to bounce via when circumventing the NSP. Therefore it is important in NSP deployments to only allow specific paths of such services, or not allow them at all.

7.1.3 Different ways of delivering the policy

There are multiple ways of delivering a policy to the web client. In the proof of concept a header that supplies a policy for each page load is used. Policies could also be stored at a web server and fetched, with the header only providing a reference to the policy location, which is fetched individually. A policy may also be defined in a manifest file for the web application, such as the proposed Web App Manifest that aims to store all web application meta data in a single file [12]. By not appending a policy in each request, the overhead could be decreased due to the ability for the client to fetch the policy independently and cache policies for web applications that either uses a site wide policy, or for pages where the policy has already been fetched.

7.1.4 Generating policies

Web applications that provide dynamic or user generated content may face issues defining an application wide static policy if the wish is to cover all navigation that the web application provides. In these situations there are a few choices available, including but not limited to; using an intermediary page for the non-static web navigation, dynamically generating a policy based on the content of the generated DOM, or not using a policy at all.

All web applications have the desire to ensure that only web navigation that is intended by the application is followed by the client. Thus, all web applications stand to benefit from utilising NSP. Intermediary pages are a good solution for most web applications providing user-generated content, but may not be desirable in all applications. Dynamically generating a policy based on the content of the generated DOM is an option for such applications.

When generating dynamic policies it is important to consider the security implications what is being done. Automatically adding all web navigation in the DOM implies the same level of trust for user-generated content as for web navigation that is provided by the application itself. Such an NSP deployment would protect users against DOM-based XSS, but not reflected or persistent XSS, as the injected web navigation would be included in the dynamically generated policy.

Dynamic generation of policies could be beneficial when integrated into a CMS. The CMS itself can determine CMS-wide legal destinations, the CMS theme can in turn determine the theme-wide legal destinations, templates provided by the theme
can determine any destinations that are common to that specific template, and finally anything that is actual content for the template can be safely parsed for legal destinations, as it is all provided by an authorised user of the CMS system. Put together, these parts provide the CMS a safe way to dynamically generate an adequate policy for each request.

7.1.5 Application-wide versus page-wide policies

There are two approaches to creating policies; application-wide policies and page-wide policies.

An application-wide policy is the same for each web page of a web application and must cover all web navigation in the entire web application. These policies can therefore include a lot of destinations. It is believed that these policies more often will use the intermediate-uri directive to avoid blocking web navigation to destinations not present in the allow block, while still offering increased security.

Page-wide policies can be smaller, and unique per web page. This makes each page easier to manage for one person, but in return forces a larger amount of policies to be maintained.

7.1.6 User interface considerations

While it is known that an NSP-enabled web client is able to restrict navigation according to a server defined policy, it is not certain how this should be reflected in the user experience.

The simplest strategy is to just stop the navigation without informing the user at all. The downside of this is that it is likely to confuse users, and in the extreme case may even cause them to believe that the web application itself is to blame, potentially resulting in decreased trust in the web application.

An improvement on this strategy would be to introduce some visual feedback to the user when the NSP has blocked a navigation. Figure 7.1 shows an example of how such visual feedback could look.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 7.1:** Example of using an information bar as visual feedback for blocked navigation
Another strategy is to remove all the visual signs of illegal navigation from the rendered page, as is demonstrated in Figure 7.2. In the given example, the content “<a href="http://evil.com">here</a>” was changed by the NSP implementation to “here”, prior to being rendered in the web client view.

![Figure 7.2: Example of removing the link as visual feedback for blocked navigation](image)

### 7.1.7 Responsibility for meaningful policies

A core concept in web navigation security is legal destinations. As discussed in the thesis, the web application server must be able to define a set of legal destinations that the client side can then enforce.

When defining how that set of destinations is specified it is up to the schema developers to decide the level of flexibility that should be possible. As detailed in Section 2.4, destinations in NSP use the format `[scheme:]//[service]/[path]` for URLs, and allows the policy creator to specify any or all of the scheme, service, and path components on their own to denote one set of destinations.

This is a highly flexible approach as is desired, but it opens up for a couple of rather useless destination sets. Consider the destination set defined by `/security`. This is a legal set of destinations specifying any scheme and service combination that contains legal characters for a URL, as long as the path begins with `/security`. Is this a useful destination set for a web application to define as legal? Probably not. The question for the schema developers is whether or not such sets should be legal at all.

The NSP schema, as defined in Chapter 4, applies no such restrictions. On the one hand this is a highly flexible approach that empowers policy creators and may enable useful destination sets not predicted by the schema developers, but on the other hand this approach also enables the `/security` example above. For the NSP it is believed that the benefits of a flexible approach outweigh the disadvantages of enabling useless policies.

### 7.2 Proof of concept

Implementing the proof of concept solution came with certain challenges. This section details the considerations involved in the decisions we made when designing NSP Enforcer.
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7.2.1 Implementation design choices

Before implementing the proof of concept solution the choice had to be made between building an implementation directly into a browser, or building an extension. Both of these choices have positive and negative aspects in regards to NSP implementation. Choosing to build the implementation directly into a browser gives the freedom of being able to implement any kind of functionality desired without unwanted side-effects. But it is more difficult and takes a longer time. Choosing to build an extension means lower complexity, but sacrificing some functionality that is not be possible using the Chromium extension API.

Designing a good schema is of higher importance than building a proof of concept implementation, and the time required to build the implementation directly into Chromium would not have allowed enough focus on designing the schema. For these reasons it was decided to build the implementation an extension.

7.2.2 Working with limitations

As it was decided to build the proof of concept implementation in the form of a Chromium browser extension, this meant that any functionality desired had to be possible using the Chromium extension API.

Building a system designed to block navigation in the manner which is required by the NSP schema, without introducing unwanted side-effects, is impossible. One such side-effect is that web navigation using the address bar is unintentionally filtered if NSP is deployed by the application. During the implementation phase, a workaround was designed that enables the user to navigate to destinations outside the set of legal destinations by using an omnibox keyword.

The resulting implementation works great as a proof of concept, correctly blocking illegal destinations from being navigated to in web applications that supply a policy. However, the limitations of implementing a browser extension, rather than building a complete browser integration, render the proof of concept implementation difficult to work with and unsuitable for deployment.

7.3 Evaluation

The evaluation shows that it is feasible for a web developer or administrator to create page-wide policies, or application-wide policies for web applications that contain only a few pages. However it becomes clear during the evaluation that such a way to create policies is not optimal for large scale web application since each page needs to be parsed and examined. For a large number of pages, it quickly becomes infeasible.

The evaluation covers the most naïve approach to creating policies, static policies for a one or a few pages. Since there exist four ways (static application-wide, static page-wide, dynamic application-wide and dynamic page-wide) to create policies, the
evaluation only covers a small part of policy creating.
The selected groups and targets is highly relevant. The sample size for the evaluation is small and could have been larger. Combining the different approaches to creating policies with a larger scale empirical study would increase the usefulness of the study.

7.4 Ethical considerations

This work interferes with certain aspects of the normal operation of web applications, both through the design of the proposed schema but also through the research itself.

7.4.1 Navigational Security Policy used for tracking

It is possible to use the NSP to track a users navigation within a web application, and also when the user navigates away from the web application. One such way of tracking users would be to not allow any navigation and configure the policy to be report only. By doing this, the client will report all violations while not actively enforcing them. One way to avoid this problem is to omit the report-uri directive, but that in turn removes the ability to detect problems with either the web application or the policy.

The intermediate page could also be used to track users. Similarly as the previous example, a policy stating that all navigation (or all out going navigation) should go through an intermediate page that the web application control enables that application to track how and when the user navigates. This could be avoided if the intermediate page is not fetched from the web server, but instead part of the client. But imposing this limitation could decrease the over all usefulness of an intermediate page.

7.4.2 Effect on existing services

During the testing of NSP using the proof of concept, real world web applications were analysed. This testing did in no way harm or affect the web applications tested since the policies were applied on the client side. The NSP Injector extension only added a header locally, while the NSP Enforcer only restricted web navigation in the web client that installed the extension. As such, no real world web applications were harmed in the making of this thesis.

7.5 Mitigation vs. prevention

While the NSP mitigates the problem with web navigation that is unwanted by the web application, it does not attempt to mitigate similar problems nor fix the common root cause.
The web of today has several fundamental design problems that enable the closely related security problems; content injection, HTML-injection and XSS. The common denominator with these problems is that an attacker has found some way of including a string of characters that is interpreted as code in the web client. While the root cause is the same, there are a large number of vulnerabilities that can cause this. The vulnerabilities can be both in the web developers code or in the code of the underlying technology stack, making it hard to fully secure any web application. The same can be said about the problems this causes. Ranging from injecting simple text to fully hijacking a web application and changing content or stealing user information.

This puts the work on the NSP into perspective. The solution fulfils its purpose which is to mitigate attacks on web navigation. While an attacker might not be allowed to inject web navigation, a huge number of other attacks are still possible that may be worse. In the long run the web needs an improved architecture to more securely isolate and sandbox web applications.

7.6 Related work

The idea of providing policies in a separate channel to enforce behaviour in the web client is not new. However most of the works aim to mitigate all or a large set of the problems. No such works consider just the problem of web navigation as something that should be governed by a policy.

Stamm et al. presents CSP, a security policy designed to mitigate vulnerabilities in a web application [13]. CSP achieves this by restricting web clients from including content based on an application-defined policy delivered via an HTTP header. This work introduces the notion of distrusting the web application sent to the web client and using a policy delivered via a secure channel to enforce restrictions on what is delivered to the web client. While CSP is a great step to a more secure web, it does not prevent injected HTML from being interpreted as code and therefore does not prevent navigation from being introduced.

Oda et al. introduces a policy to control information flow between domains [14]. It uses approval from both the sender and receiver before the web client fetches the content from an external server. The policy is not transferred to the client, instead it asks the origin and external server for approval receiving a simple yes or no answer. Their paper is related to this work since it deals with the idea of client enforced policies supplied by the web application. However, the paper explicitly excludes navigation since hyperlinks are not affected by the mechanism.

A way to assure the integrity of the HTML document sent to the client is proposed by Van Gundy et al. where they describe how nonces can be used to indicate that tags in the HTML are trusted [15]. The web server creating the markup inserts the randomised nonce in each tag leaving user content inserted tags without the nonce and therefore interpreted as data, instead of code. The paper by Van Gundy et al. relates to the work on the NSP in the aspect that they establish trust between the server and client for some type of data. Using their work a web client can determine
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if a hyperlink in the DOM was intended by the server, as it is accompanied by the correct nonce. Their approach is different from the one proposed in this thesis due to the use of nonces instead of an application-defined policy.

Bates et al. evaluates ways for the web client to use filters to prevent XSS, an attack that aims to execute JavaScript through inclusion of JavaScript code [16]. They discover that XSS filters were either slow or easily circumvented, and in some cases even introduced security problems. There are also cases where false positives arose, breaking functionality in web applications that were not vulnerable. These findings show once again that a one size fits all mitigation for vulnerable web applications is hard to achieve. While XSS protection in the web client increases difficulty level for an attacker, it does not eliminate the problem.

Client side XSS can also be mitigated through an external application running on the client device. Kirda et al. proposes Noxes, a web proxy that performs inspection on HTTP traffic in order to find XSS attacks [17]. Heavily inspired by firewalls, it aims to increase security while requiring none or very little user interaction. This solution is a bit outdated, but the idea is highly relevant today. Using a middlewear to protect the user can work but, as mentioned earlier, is prone to false positive and new security vulnerabilities. Applying policies that are unique to each web application is a superior approach as it diminishes this effect. On the other side, such policies require the web application to actively prioritise security which introduces more work for the developer.

Several papers cover a fundamental problem of the world wide web, that modern web applications are very different from the static pages that the creators of the world wide web originally envisioned. On a more abstract level, Reis et al. wrote about how web security is related to four key problems in the architecture of the web [18]. The paper describes web security from a perspective where the web is a collection of web applications. This thesis takes on the problem of web application isolation, as discussed in the paper, by allowing a web application to separate navigational policies from data. The NSP is a concrete solution to some of the problems discussed but not solved in the work by Reis et al.
Conclusion

There is no method for applying application-defined navigational security policies on web clients in the current state of the art. Existing solutions only cover the wishes of the client, not the web application.

This thesis presents the Navigational Security Policy (NSP), a proposal for a solution to this problem. The NSP provides several directives enabling the web developer to define a policy containing the set of legal destinations. This policy is then applied to any web navigation available from a certain web context. Furthermore, the NSP also defines directives used to inform the client how to handle policy violations, introducing the concept of client enforced intermediary pages and violation reporting.

This work on the NSP, and the proof of concept implementation, demonstrates that the concept of an application-defined policy for web navigation is feasible. This is shown by performing a case study on real world web applications, where it is envisioned what a policy for that web application should look like.

A suggestion for further work is looking at ways to solve the difficulty surrounding the creation of navigational policies for web application with frequently updated user content. Considering a web application which updates its content without ending the web context illustrates the difficulty well. While resource heavy, it is possible to mitigate this by building an intermediary page which verifies the navigation. Another approach to solving this difficulty could be for the web server to include cryptographic signatures with any web navigation, allowing web clients to verify the legality of the destination locally. Another suggestion is to build an implementation of the NSP schema without the negative side-effects that an extension implementation comes with. Finally, conducting a more extensive study on deploying the NSP in real world applications would provide more insight into the policy construction process. Such a study could include applications from multiple different categories and attempt to build meaningful policies in an automated manner.
8. Conclusion
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